There has been a recent flurry of theoretical, empirical, and comparative research in the remarkably integrative field of animal escape behavior. We highlight several new insights, mostly those that have emerged from the economic study of flight initiation distance (FID). Recent theoretical developments have shown that the logic applied to understanding FID also applies to other situations and that escape behavior is influenced by its benefits and costs, but the importance of these factors varies by taxa. In some cases, escape behavior is part of a compensatory response animals use to manage risk. Escape behavior varies geographically and can be used to inform wildlife management.
Introduction
Since virtually all animals are vulnerable to predation at some point in their lives, those that are ambulatory will likely use escape as an antipredator strategy. Successful escape is essential and predation risk should create a strong incentive for making wise escape decisions. Since 1986 when Ydenberg and Dill's seminal paper on the economics of escape behavior was published [1 ] , the hypothesis that individuals trade-off the costs and benefits of escape has been overwhelmingly supported. Most of the work has focused on the distance a threatening stimulus (often a human) can approach a prey before it begins to flee, the flight initiation distance (FID). A recent edited volume that synthesized and reviewed contemporary literature on escape behavior reported that annual numbers of published escape papers and citations are rapidly increasing ], We focus this review on novel insights into escape decisions published since 2013, emphasizing FID. After reviewing recent theoretical and empirical advances, we summarize a series of emerging conclusions.
New theoretical insights
Economic models predicting FID from costs of fleeing and not fleeing are more fully developed than models of other escape variables (e.g., escape trajectory, distance fled, latency to flee, hiding time in refuge, etc.), and have been strongly supported by extensive empirical work [2 ,3 ] ; (Box 1). Perhaps the greatest challenge for the economic model of FID was faced over a decade ago [4] when many studies found that FID of most taxa increases positively with alert distance, which is the distance the prey first responds by looking toward a predator. But whether this finding is consistent with an economic decision by prey was uncertain. Nevertheless, a recent model, seemingly supported by empirical evidence, provides an economic explanation for this ubiquitous relationship: FID increases with alert distance because of increased attentional costs of monitoring an approaching predator [5 ] . It occurs because potential benefits of current activity (e.g., foraging) decreases while prey re-direct their limited attention to monitoring an approaching predator and because perceived risk increases as the duration of a predator's approach increase [5 ] . Proper methods to quantify the effect of alert on FID have been developed recently [6] .
Current economic models [1 ,7] cannot predict FID exactly because their currency is fitness and the exact relationship between model variables and fitness are unknown. However, a recent experiment operationalized fitness by using the probability of prey's survival as a proxy for fitness [8] . The result of this study indicated that the shape of the cost of not fleeing curve matched the first economic [1 ] and optimality models [7] , but also suggested that the relationship between FID and survival was quadratic rather than exponential [8] . Although converting probability of survival curves to cost of not fleeing curves is a promising approach, some important points must be clarified. The Ydenberg and Dill economic model [1 ], being graphical, does not imply any specific functional relationship between FID and cost of not fleeing. And, although the optimality model specifies the functional relationships for fitness consequences of each possible choice of FID, these relationships are theoretical and illustrative, rather than being based on empirical evidence. Moreover, the survival curve from the optimality model appears to have been inappropriately treated as a cost of 
